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Meckfessel who will be swimming for Cal Poly SLO next year
has been swimming for Sleepy
Hollow since he was 6 and appreciates how special this meet is: “My
best memory goes back to when I
competed for the first time when
I was 6 years old, standing on the
block waiting for the starting gun
with the people screaming. It’s a
selfless event where kids have fun
and there is lots of spirit. Coach
Ehrenberger is one of the greatest people I have met. He raised
so many of us and has been a role
model for me, teaching us to have
pride in ourselves and in everything that we would do in and out
of the pool.”
Minden who will be attending
UCLA next year came away with
a similar reaction to Ehrenberger:
“He has also been a role model to
me and has shaped me who I am
today. This meet is so special because it is the culmination of our
season and the whole community is
involved and is a little sad because
this is my last meet for Sleepy
Hollow.” Even though the County
Meet is still to come, Minden sees
OMPA as the penultimate event of
the season: “The county meet does
not include our entire team. Here
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we root for all of our swimmers in
every event.”
Meckfessel attributes the better
times to a couple of factors: “For
this meet, we do things like shaving
down and there is real inspiration
from the intense support from the
crowd. Along with the swimming,
the competition, the atmosphere
and the training, it’s the people
that have been most special to me.
Nothing makes people closer than
being half-naked and working out
at 6 a.m.”
Katrina Drake who swims for
Orinda Country Club and will be
playing water polo at UCLA next
year set meet records in the 100
IM, the 100 free and the 200-meter
relay. Drake also finished in first
in the back stroke. Though she
did not set the meet record in this
event, the record she did not beat
was the one she set last year.
Drake whose Miramonte High
School water polo team won the
championship this year had similar
success at the OMPA meet. “Water polo is strictly a team effort.
Swimming with the Orinda team is
a combination of an individual and
team event. This is a special event
albeit a little bitter sweet because
it is my last time to compete here

because all of the teams are here
unlike the dual meets and there is
such support from the community.
Coach (Steve) Haufler has played
a huge part in my success as did
Matt Ehrenberger when I began at
Sleepy Hollow. Simply, Steve puts
all of his heart into making us better swimmers.”
For the seventh straight year,
the East Bay Sea Serpents, a team
comprised of special needs athletes
competed in their relay prior to the
other clubs relays to great fanfare
from the crowd. Speaking for the
team, Mitch Reed raved about the
experience: “Our kids really look
forward to this meet. There is great
crowd support. Each swimmer can
have their own success whether is
just finishing a lap or learning a
new stroke.”
Steve Christensen, whose
daughter Alexandra has been with
the team for three years, shared
his feelings: “The program allows
Alexandra to be included and involved with the team. I have seen
improvement in so many areas.
She has become more physical and
even eats and sleeps better. It’s
been a magical experience for our
family.”
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999 OAK HILL RD., #100
LAFAYETTE, CA 94549
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1910 OLYMPIC BLVD., #100
WALNUT CREEK, CA 94596
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BRYAN HURLBUT

925.708.5630

925.383.5500

CHRISTINA LINEZO

JANE SMITH

DRE# 01917597

DRE# 01347508

JULIE DEL SANTO/ANGIE CLAY
2661 NETHERCOTT COURT, W.C.

925.818.5500

ZOCCHI & ASSOCIATES

925.360.8662

$1,365,000 40 CASTLE CREST ROAD, ALAMO

$1,780,000

CHRISTINA LINEZO

415.425.3085

ROSSMOOR: 2656 PTARMIGAN DR., #4

$525,000

415.425.3085

925.998.1914

JANET POWELL

JOHN FONDNAZIO

DRE# 01964989

DRE# 01476506

HURLBUT TEAM

925.383.5500

JON WOOD PROPERTIES

925.383.5384

ROSSMOOR: 1160 ROCKLEDGE LN., #12 $330,000 3439 LITTLE LANE, LAFAYETTE

$1,225,000

MICHELE MCKAY

925.482.4116

3326 VAUGHN ROAD, LAFAYETTE

$950,000

925.876.2399

925.817.9053

JON WOOD PROPERTIES

JOY WIEHN

DRE# 01973545

DRE# 01938194

MICHELE MCKAY
JON WOOD: 925.383.5384
HOLLY SIBLEY: 925.451.3105
DRE# 01474293/01435618

1532 SPRINGBROOK ROAD, W.C.

925.482.4116 SHERRY HUTCHENS

925.212.7617

$949,000 5 PASEO LINARES, MORAGA

$2,425,000

MARY PISCITELLI

925.765.9095

2671 MOSSY OAK CT., BLACKHAWK

$2,150,000

JULIE DEL SANTO

DRE# 01290985

DRE# 02047712

LISA TICHENOR

BROKER/OWNER

925.818.5500

415.377.1884

VALERIE DURANTINI

415.999.6116

MATT MCLEOD

925.464.6500

SHERRY HUTCHENS

925.212.7617

925.285.1093
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MICHELE McKAY

SHERRY HUTCHENS
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